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Introduction

1 Introduction

In the past, power grids were setup with large centralized power plants generating electricity for local 

consumers. Today, however, the trend in many countries is increasingly moving away from a few lar-

ge centralized plants to numerous small, decentralized power producers. Consequently, the increasing 

number of PV plants installed has changed the demands placed on power grids. 

Since the grid cannot save energy but only allocate between generated and consumed power, a 

surplus of power may be produced under certain weather conditions. An extreme example might be 

a sunny and windy Sunday when many factories and businesses are closed. Such surpluses could lead 

to a temporary grid overload and poor grid quality.

To counter this problem, many countries have introduced - or are in the process of introducing - 

regulations for grid feed-in management. Feed-in management entails temporarily reducing the grid 

feed-in from PV plants and the supply of reactive power in order to ease the strain on the power 

grids. 

In the case of a power surplus, grid operators can make a temporary reduction in the feed-in power 

and/or request a supply of reactive power. In several countries, the maximum grid feed-in from pho-

tovoltaic plants is limited; in some it is even not allowed to feed any more power into the grid at all.

The requirements for feed-in management vary greatly from country to country and also often from 

grid operator to grid operator. The exact requirements are also usually dependent on the PV plant‘s 

amount of nominal power and on the set-up of the PV-plant in general

The following document provides information on the basic options that the Solar-Log™ products offer 

for implementing feed-in management.

The Solar-Log™ hardware and software solutions are able to fulfill a wide range of requirements. 

Solar-Log™ devices offer many options when it comes to active and reactive powermanagement for 

most of the compatible inverters.

      Info

At present, PM+  management is not supported by all inverter manufac-

turers. Please check your inverter‘s compatibility in the database of suppor-

ted inverters. 

The range of product solutions we offer covers the full spectrum, from small domestic installations on 

house rooftops to management of and communication from large scale PV plants in the mega-watt 

range.

http://www.solar-log.com/en/service-support/wechselrichter-datenbank.html
http://www.solar-log.com/en/service-support/wechselrichter-datenbank.html
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One limit of the Solar-Log™ is that it cannot replace protection equipment such as grid and plant 

protection, section switches and Q/U protection. When it comes to physically separating the plant 

from the grid, special protection hardware needs to be installed in addition to the Solar-Log™ as the 

controlling device. The processing of this command should always be implemented directly by the 

protection hardware. 
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2 Active power solutions

The Solar-Log™ offers many options for active powermanagement.

• Reduction to a specific percentage

• Reduction to a specific percentage with the calculation of self-consumption

• Remote controlled active power reduction

• Remote controlled active power reduction with the calculation of self-consumption

2�1 Power reduction to a specific percentage

With the fixed reduction, the inverter‘s feed-in power is limited to an adjustable percentage of the 

module‘s output. Solar-Log™ limits the individual inverter‘s power feed to the set percentage (X %) of 

the module‘s output to ensure that the specified value is not exceeded at the feeding point.

This reduction can be used, for example, to implement the 70% of the module‘s output at the feed-ing 

point as required by the German Law (EEG). This function is also suitable for cases in which the grid 

operator stipulates lower feed-in power than the actual plant output.

 

Figure 1 The power reduction system
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2�2 Power reduction to a specific percentage with  
        the calculation of self-consumption

The function „X Percent Fixed Regulation with the calculation of self-consumption“ offers an innovati-

ve solution to minimize losses that result from the fixed regulation.

 

Figure 2: Power reduction system with the calculation of self-consumption

To carry out this intelligent X% regulation function, only a power meter is needed to monitor cons-

umption and to relay this data to the Solar-Log™. The Solar-Log™ calculates the amount of private 

consumption and the current amount of power being produced by the inverters. If the fed-in power 

(the difference between the current production and consumption) exceeds the maximum amount 

specified, the inverters are regulated accordingly. This means that a PV plant can continually generate 

at full power by taking account of self-consumption and adjusting it properly.

This function can also also be used to fulfill the feed-in requirements of 0 kW. However, due to diffe-

rent inverters, it cannot be guaranteed that absolutely no power is fed into the grid for the re-duction 

to 0 kW. Solar-Log™ assumes no liability for power reductions.

Example:
A plant with 10 kWp has to be limited to a maximum output of 7 kWp with the 70% reduction. If an 

appliance, such as a stove, that uses 600 watts of power is turned on in the afternoon, the inverter 

could also convert 7.6 kWp into AC power. Of the 7.6 kWp of AC power, only 7kWp is delivered to 

the feeding point, with the stove consuming the remaining 0.6 kWp.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the 70% reduction with and without self-consumption

2�3 Remote controlled active power reduction
The signal to reduce active power is generally sent via a ripple control receiver. This device can be 

controlled from the grid operator‘s control center and the commands can be relayed via potenti-

al-free contacts. The Solar-Log™ PM+ product line comes with an additional interface to utilize these 

switching contacts. 

 

Figure 4: PM+ interface on a Solar-Log 300 PM+ 

Up to two ripple control receivers can be connected to this interface, one for power reduction and 

one for reactive power control. The function of the individual switching contacts can be configured 

individually based on the configuration matrix to implement country- or grid-specific signal defini-ti-

ons. Up to 16 different levels can be freely configured for active and reactive power via the four digital 

inputs. 
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Figure 5: Configuration matrix for remote controlled active power reduction

      Info

The ripple control receiver signals need to be continuously switched on.  

If impulses are to be sent out, they need to be converted into current states 

by an impulse switch or logic relay.

The Solar-Log™ PM+ can send the corresponding e-mails or activate an output signal with the built-in 

relay (only Solar-Log 1000 PM+ and Solar-Log 1200 and 2000 PM+) to keep the plant operator infor-

med about the switchings.

Figure 6: Remote controlled active power reduction
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In combination with our software Solar-Log™ WEB “Commercial Edition”, you can generate PM re-

ports with a few mouse clicks.

Figure 7: Powermanagement report from Solar-Log WEB Commercial Edition

2�4 Remote controlled active power reduction with  
        the calculation of self-consumption

This function is an extension of the remote controlled active power reduction. Here the current 

amount of self-consumption is taken into account in determining the reduction level. By logging the 

consumption with an extra meter, only the power output as signaled by the ripple control receivers is 

delivered to the feeding point.
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3 Reactive power solutions

3�1 Fixed shift factor and fixed reactive power

If a photovoltaic plant has to feed in a fixed value cos phi shift factor or fixed reactive power in Var, 

the Solar-Log™ can adjust the connected inverters accordingly.

 

Figure 8: Reactive power control (fixed value cos Phi or fixed reactive power in Var)

 
 
Figure 9: Configuration of a fixed shift factor (valid for 24 hours)

 

 
Figure 10: Configuration of the fixed reactive power in Var 

The time period with specific values can be defined for the fixed value cos phi shift factor and fixed 

reactive power in Var. In figure 10, you can see 300Var has to be fed-in from the beginning of the day 

to 10:00 am, 600Var from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm and 300Var again starting at 2:00 pm.
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3�2 Remote controlled reactive power reduction

As with active power, the Solar-Log PM+ also offers the option to receive set points (signal com-

mands from the grid operator) for the reactive power regulation.

The reactive power regulation range is between 0.7 inductive and 0.7 capacitive, based on the cos phi 

shift factor. The actual conversion by the inverters may be less depending on the manufacturer.

 

Figure 11: Configuration matrix for reactive power reduction

3�3 Reactive power reduction based on the cos Phi (P) characteristic curve

The reactive power of a generating plant can be automatically regulated with a Solar-Log™ based on 

the cos Phi (P) characteristic curve. 

In this application, the Solar-Log™ calculates the ratio of actual power (P) to the maximum amount 

of (nominal) power P
n 
available. With this ratio and a freely definable characteristic curve, the So-lar-

Log™ calculates the desired cos phi shift factor and regulates the inverters accordingly.

 

Figure 12: Configuration example of a 2-point cos Phi (P) characteristic curve

This characteristic curve can be defined with 2 or 4 points with the configuration matrix.
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3�4 Voltage-dependent reactive power - characteristic curve Q(U)

This function makes it possible to regulate the reactive power supply of a PV plant based on the pre-

dominant voltage in the grid. By directly regulating the amount of reactive power, photovoltaic plants 

can contribute to voltage control in the public power supply.

In addition to the Solar-Log 1000, 2000 PM+, the multi-purpose „Utility Meter“ is required to imple-

ment this function. This metering device records the current voltage in low- and medium-voltage 

networks (via a transformer) and relays this data to the Solar-Log™ via RS485 interface. With a freely 

definable characteristic curve (2 or 4 points), specific requirements can be implemented on a plant, 

grid operator and country basis. 

 
Figure 13: Set up for the variable supply of reactive power using the Q(U) function

Figure 14: Utility-Meter
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3�5 Switching between different reactive power functions

It is possible to remotely switch between the reactive power functions listed above with assigned, 

configurable potential-free commands sent via the PM+ interface.

3�6 Controlling cos Phi at the grid connection point

If the grid operator requires controlling the cos Phi at the feeding point, this is possible with the com-

bination of the Solar-Log 1000, 2000 PM+ and Utility Meter (with power and voltage metering).

This function can be implemented for a fixed cos Phi and also  for a cos Phi that is remotely con-trol-

led.

For example, if remote control technology provides a specific cos Phi, the Solar-Log 1000, 2000 PM+ 

adjusts the connected inverters to this value in the first step. In the next step, the measure-ments 

from the Utility Meters are analyzed. Based on the results, the inverters are adjusted ac-cordingly until 

the desired value is achieved at the grid connection point. The regulation is self-learning. In this way, 

static influences, such as long cable lines, are recognized and included as a factor by following regula-

tions in first step. The dynamic influences, such as turning appliances on or off, are integrated into the 

second step of regulation.
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4 Remote control and response signals

Some grid operators and countries often place additional requirements on large-scale photovoltaic 

plants.

In addition to just controlling the plant from the grid control center, response signals for the current 

operating status of the generating plant are often required.

Usually the values from the current power output, voltage, currents and reactive power are to be 

reported back to the grid operator.

With conventional ripple control technology, it is only possible to transmit a signal to the plant. Re-

mote control technology is required when a feedback channel is needed. The communication equip-

ment is specified by the grid operator. 

Since various signal combinations for the commands and response signals can occur – power sig-nals 

(0/4-20mA) and potential-free signals – Solar-Log™ offers a highly flexible product with the PM+ 

Packages that can process nearly every signal combination with the I/O Boxes. With the PM+ Profiles 

contained in the PM+ Packages, the settings for feed-in management can be preset - due to this, the 

Solar-Log™ configurations for feed-in management can be largely predefined.

To be able to generate the response signals for reactive power, voltage and power, the Utility Meter is 

needed to measure via measuring transducers. This metering device can also be used on the low- and 

medium-voltage side — provided that the appropriate power and voltage transformers are in use. The 

metering device is also needed to do the conversion for the Q(V) characteristic curve.

 

Figure 15: Maximum set up with commands and response signals

.
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5 Connection with remote control  
     technology via by Modbus TCP

From selected manufactures, direct connections with remote control technology are possible via 

the TCP-based Modbus protocol. With this set up, the commands and response signals between the 

remote control technology and the Solar-Log 1000, 2000 PM+ can be relayed back and forth without 

potential-free and analog interfaces. A Modbus TCP PM interface license needs to be pur-chased for 

this function.

 

Figure 16: Modbus TCP connection
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6 Master-Slave network for large plants

Solar-Log 1000s and 2000s can be linked together in a master-slave network via an Ethernet connec-

tion. The set up makes it possible to monitor generating plants with numerous inverters in the mega-

watt range.

 

 Figure 17: Master-Slave network with Solar-Log 2000 PM+
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7 Product selection

The following overview is to assist you in selecting the best Solar-Log™ for your needs.
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8 Upgrading existing hardware

For plant operators who already have a Solar-LogTM, Solare Datensysteme GmbH (SDS) offers the 

possibility to send in these devices to upgrade them with the PM+ interface. SDS performs these 

updates for a fixed price of 200 Euro plus VAT (plus freight costs depending on country).

• Please contact our support team.

       Dial +49-7428-9418-640, and then #1.
 

 

• You can also download the upgrade order form from our website.

• Please fill out the upgrade order completely, sign it and send it back to us.

  Attention

Before you send your Solar-Log™ to us for an upgrade, we recommend ma-

king a backup via the web Configuration | Internal | Back up and a system 

back up under Configuration | Internal | System.

• Please send your Solar-Log™ and upgrade order to:

       Solare Datensysteme GmbH

„Upgrade“

Fuhrmannstraße 9 

72351 Geislingen-Binsdorf

Germany

 

• Your upgraded Solar-Log™ with the PM+ interface will be delivered back to you free of charge 

(depending on country)  within 10-14 working days. The payment for the upgrades is to be made 

in advance.

 

http://www.solar-log.com/en/service-support/reparatur-aufruestung/pm-nachruestung.html
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